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ABSTRACT

Physical activity and exercise in pregnancy are generally beneficial and enhance the physical and mental health of women. These benefits also prevent excessive weight gain and reduce risks of obesity in pregnancy, such as gestational diabetes, hypertensive disorders, higher rates of caesarean delivery, macrosomia and stillbirth. Thus, there is a need to optimise perinatal exercise and physical activity globally. There is currently no consensus recommendation on the role of physical activity and exercise in pregnancy and the postpartum period in the Asia-Pacific region. In this paper, we present seven key consensus recommendations on physical activity and exercise in pregnancy and the postpartum period by 18 key members representing 10 countries in Asia-Pacific regions during an international workshop of the Asia Diabetes in Pregnancy Conference in Singapore on 11–12 January 2020. Through these consensus recommendations, we hope to improve the metabolic health of pregnant women living in Asia-Pacific regions by educating the public and guiding healthcare professionals on the safety and importance of physical exercise and activity to benefit pregnant women and after childbirth.

INTRODUCTION

Physical activity is defined as any bodily movement produced by the contraction of skeletal muscles, while exercise is defined as physical activity consisting of planned, structured and repetitive body movements.1 Physical activity comprises a spectrum of movement behaviours, including moderate to vigorous physical activity (MVPA).2 3 Physical activity is associated with immense health benefits such as improvements in physical fitness, mental health, decreased risk of chronic disease, resulting in significant morbidity and mortality.1 Physical activity in pregnancy has also been shown to optimise maternal–fetal health for better outcomes.4 6 These benefits include decreased caesarean births and operative vaginal delivery, postpartum recovery and prevention of depression in the postpartum period.7-9 On the contrary, a lack of physical activity and exercise is associated with maternal and fetal adverse outcomes. These include pregnancy complications such as gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM), preeclampsia, gestational hypertension and fetal macrosomia due to rising maternal obesity.10-12

Physical activity and exercise are integral components of lifestyle behaviours that help pregnant women moderate their body mass index (BMI) and gestational weight gain (GWG). Studies showed that excessive GWG increases the risk of delivery by caesarean section, postpartum weight retention and having a high birth weight baby.13-15 Lifestyle interventions including diet, physical activity and behavioural changes may reduce these risks by prevention excessive weight gain. The optimal body mass for Asian adults differs from Caucasian populations.16 A recent Asian study defined the optimal GWG by prepregnancy BMI category to be 19.5 kg for underweight, 13.7 kg for normal weight, 7.9 kg for overweight and 1.8 kg for obese women, respectively.17 Hence, appropriate weight management using physical activity for overweight and women with obesity before, during and after pregnancy is important.

After pregnancy, physical activity and exercise may be resumed gradually in the postpartum period as soon as medically safe, depending on the mode of delivery and the presence of any complications.2 3 For example, women with extensive perineal tears during their delivery may suffer from urinary incontinence that may be a barrier to exercise.18 After delivery, postnatal women may require adequate time to heal and regain strength, particularly in the abdominal and pelvic floor muscles.19 Hence, it is paramount for healthcare professionals to recommend and reinforce healthy lifestyles in women in the postpartum period as their level of participation in exercise decreases after giving birth.20 21
The evidence for relevant consequences of lifestyle, diet and growth patterns in early life on later health and disease risk is strong. There is a need to optimise perinatal exercise and activity for the affluent populations in Europe and the world, especially for the nonaffluent population in Asia. This can contribute to the primary prevention of global obesity and diabetes, both epidemics prevalent, especially in Asia-Pacific regions. It is important to drill down to simpler recommendations globally, such that healthcare practitioners and patients can follow and use them.

There is currently no consensus recommendation on the safety and roles of physical activity and exercise in pregnancy and the postpartum period in the Asia-Pacific region. Hence, we aim to develop an Asia-Pacific Consensus on Physical Activity & Exercise in Pregnancy. Our objective for these recommendations is to provide guidance on physical activity for pregnant women during the antenatal and postpartum period and encourage healthy lifestyles to achieve better pregnancy outcomes.

**METHODS**

We held an annual Asia Pacific Diabetes in Pregnancy Conference and an Integrated Platform for Research in Advancing Metabolic Health Outcomes of Women and Children (IPRAMHO) Asia-Pacific workshop for the last 3 years, which gathers expertise from different countries to review the progress of joint multicentre research effort in GDM. Our group of Asia-Pacific healthcare practitioners met on 10 and 11 January 2020 in KK Women’s and Children’s Hospital, Singapore, to discuss GDM, obesity, and focused on the benefits of physical activity in pregnancy and after childbirth.

The Asia-Pacific consensus on physical activity and exercise in pregnancy and the postpartum period were developed according to the Appraisal of Guidelines for Research and Evaluation (AGREE) II instrument. The AGREE II instrument was independently assessed by two assessors to appraise and compare recommendations among the clinical guidelines. Domain scores were considered of sufficient quality when >60% and of good quality when >80%. The highest scoring AGREE II domain was ‘scope and purpose’ (100%), followed by ‘rigour of development’ (97%), ‘rigour of development’ (97%), ‘applicability’ (88%), ‘clarity of presentation’ (86%) and ‘stakeholder involvement’ (69%). The overall guideline quality was 93% with recommendations for use.

The consensus statements were derived after going through a thorough literature review by conducting an electronic search on the keywords including ‘physical activity’, ‘exercise’, ‘pregnancy’ and ‘postpartum’ through Medline, PubMed, Cochrane database of systematic reviews on the literature from 1985 to December 2019. Studies identified included systematic reviews, meta-analysis, randomised control trials and observational studies. Outcomes include all articles related to maternal physical activity during pregnancy and the postpartum period on maternal, fetal, neonatal morbidity or mortality.

The background literature review was conducted by 5 members of the committee, which consists of a total of 18 members of the IPRAMHO group. The IPRAMHO group consists of obstetricians, nurses, physiotherapists and sports medicine physicians from 10 countries (Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Myanmar, India, Indonesia, Vietnam, China, Sri Lanka and Australia). Results were limited to English language materials. Areas that lacked scientific research evidence relied on best practice based on expert opinion of the IPRAMHO group. Ethics approval was exempted as this was a consensus opinion workshop among members of the IPRAMHO group. All participants gave informed verbal consent before taking part in the workshop.

At the consensus workshop, questions and statements relating to physical activity and exercise in pregnancy were posted. Answers to the questions include ‘yes’, ‘no’, ‘maybe’ and ‘no comments’. An electronic clicker system was used to collect the responses to the questions that were recorded. There were active discussions on the responses posted, and these responses were debated among the 18 members of the IPRAMHO group.

Following these discussions, the key consensus recommendations on physical activity and exercise in pregnancy were voted and agreed on by expert opinion after looking at the empirical evidence with voting responses threshold above 75% met to be accepted as a recommendation for the consensus statements. A draft consensus was then worked out and circulated among the members for agreement before the final consensus document was agreed at the end of the meeting.

**CONSENSUS STATEMENTS**

**Physical activity is beneficial and should be encouraged during and after pregnancy**

Pregnant women can be reassured about the safety of physical activity by highlighting the benefits and lack of harm in uncomplicated pregnancies. The benefits of exercise in pregnancy include a higher incidence of vaginal delivery and lower incidence of excessive weight gain, gestational diabetes, hypertension, caesarean deliveries and low birth weight. Conversely, physical activity in uncomplicated pregnancies is not associated with miscarriage, stillbirth, fetal anomalies, preterm birth, preterm prelabour rupture of membranes or neonatal death. Physical activity comprises a spectrum of movement behaviours, including MVPA. Moderate-intensity exercises can be defined as 40%–59% heart rate reserve (HRR), while vigorous intensity is defined as 60%–80% HRR. There is currently less evidence to support that light physical activity is beneficial compared with MVPA.

A recent meta-analysis showed that vigorous-intensity exercise completed even into the third trimester appears to be safe with no significant differences in small for gestational age, low birth weight or prematurity.

Pregnant women with certain medical conditions should consult their healthcare providers early before commencing exercise

It was previously shown that women with absolute contraindications might continue activities of daily living and not participate in strenuous exercise. In contrast, women with relative contraindications should be cautious and discuss the risks and benefits of MVPA with their physicians before participating in exercise programmes.2 29 Recently, Meah et al showed that most of these contraindications are based on expert opinion and may be outdated with new evidence found on the benefits of prenatal exercise.30 Furthermore, Meah et al identified conditions with absolute contraindications to MVPA and disorders with relative contraindications with modifications to MVPA.30

Absolute contraindications to exercise with the potential for harmful effects for mothers and/or fetuses include30

► Severe respiratory diseases.
► Severe acquired or congenital heart disease with exercise intolerance.
► Uncontrolled or severe arrhythmia.
► Placenta abruption.
► Vasa previa.
► Uncontrolled type 1 diabetes.
► Intrauterine growth restriction.
► Active preterm labour.
► Severe preeclampsia.
► Cervical insufficiency.

Relative contraindications with modifications of FITT (frequency, intensity, time and type)31 instead of complete cessation of physical activity include30

► Mild respiratory disorders.
► Mild congenital or acquired heart disease.
► Well-controlled type 1 diabetes.
► Mild pre-eclampsia.
► Preterm premature rupture of membranes.
► Placenta previa after 28 weeks.
► Untreated thyroid disease.
► Symptomatic severe eating disorder.
► Multiple nutrient deficiencies/malnutrition.
► Moderate to heavy smoking (>20 cigarettes per day).

Furthermore, the following conditions below are no longer considered contraindications based on empirical evidence where pregnant women can benefit from prenatal physical activity30

► Chronic hypertension.
► Gestational hypertension.
► Overweight or obese women.
► Recurrent miscarriage.
► Short cervix.
► Multiple pregnancies.
► Epilepsy.
► Anaemia.
► Orthopaedic limitations.
► History of a sedentary lifestyle, preterm labour or fetal growth restriction.

Physical activity is safe for pregnant women and their fetuses in the absence of any contraindications

Physical activity in pregnancy is safe and pregnant women should be encouraged to continue or initiate safe physical activities.6 29 30 All women without contraindications should remain physically fit throughout pregnancy.30 The benefits of exercise include improved cardiorespiratory fitness,1 enhanced psychological well-being,9 reductions in excessive GWG, prevention of obesity and its associated increased maternal adverse outcomes including gestational diabetes, preeclampsia, caesarean section rates and postpartum weight gain.7 10 14

Physical activity is paramount in the optimisation and maintenance of healthy lifestyles in pregnancy. In particular, pregnant women with obesity should be encouraged to engage in physical activity with healthy lifestyle modifications. There is currently strong evidence suggesting an inverse association between physical activity and excess GWG.32 33 High GWG has also been associated with fetal macrosomia and neonatal adiposity.34 A systematic review and meta-analysis by the International Weight Management in Pregnancy Collaborative Group showed that physical activity reduces GWG (OR −0.7, CI 0.92 to −0.48, I²=14.1%, 33 studies, 9320 women) and lowers the odds of caesarean section (OR 0.91, CI 0.83 to 0.99, I²=0%, 32 studies, 11 410 women) with no evidence that this effect differs across subgroups defined by maternal characteristics.35 Conversely, Muktabhant et al examined the relationship between physical exercise in pregnancy and ‘low’ or insufficient GWG where women with a normal (18.5–24.9 kg/m²) BMI had a greater chance of ‘low’ weight gain compared with the nonexercising control group with no adverse outcomes.36 Exercise has shown to result in a modest decrease in overall weight gain (1–2 kg) in normal weight, overweight and obese women.36 37 Throughout pregnancy, resting energy expenditure increases to meet the metabolic demands of the fetus.38 Currently, the peak aerobic capacity of muscle defined as maximal oxygen uptake (VO2 max) is considered the gold standard measurement of aerobic fitness.39 Resting VO2 progressively increases from 16% to 32% in pregnant women compared with nonpregnant women to meet the metabolic demands of the fetus.30 41 The defined target heart rate zones based on age and the appropriate fitness levels can be used safely in healthy pregnant women.39 In particular, prenatal exercise increases VO2 max in women with obesity.42 43 Validated heart rate ranges for sedentary, overweight and obese pregnant women are from 102 bpm to 124 bpm (20–29 years of age) and from 101 bpm to 120 bpm (30–39 years of age), representing an exercise intensity of 20%–39% VO2 reserve, which is recommended for previously sedentary pregnant women to exercise safely in pregnancy.42 43

Anatomical and physical changes in pregnancy include increased weight gain, a forward shift in the centre of gravity and accentuated lumbar lordosis, which may cause low back pain.44 Cardiac output, heart rate and stroke volume increase in pregnancy to provide
adequate circulatory reserves for pregnant mothers and fœtuses. 45–47 Cardiac output in mid pregnancy increases by 30%–50%,8 heart rate increases by 20% in the second and third trimester,45 and stroke volume increases by 10% at the end of the first trimester.46

Although physical activity is generally safe, pregnant women are encouraged to be physically assessed by healthcare providers before embarking on and continuing physical activity. For example, previously inactive women are encouraged to start physical activity at a lower intensity and gradually increasing the duration and intensity as their pregnancy progresses.49 Also, the PARmed-X for pregnancy developed by the Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology in 2015 serves as a checklist for healthcare providers to evaluate and assess pregnant women before participating in exercise.49

The American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) also recommends preparticipation screening to identify women requiring medical clearance from physicians before initiating exercise or adjusting their exercise regimes and identifying individuals with health concomitant indications to stop participating in exercise programmes for their safety.90 Although discussion with a healthcare professional is encouraged, delaying or ceasing exercise before the consultation can have adverse effects on health outcomes, especially if they gain excessive weight early in the first trimester, which is associated with adverse maternal and fetal outcomes.10–12 Hence, it should be ideal but not necessary for pregnant women to delay exercising being screened by professionals to be medically fit safe before participating and continuing physical activity.29

Pregnant women with no contraindications should aim to accumulate at least 150 min of moderate-intensity physical activity each week

Pregnant women should accumulate at least 150 min of moderate-intensity physical activity each week to achieve health benefits and reduce pregnancy complications.7,3 29 Physical activity should also be accumulated over a minimum of 3 days per week, although being active daily is also encouraged because the benefits of exercising outweigh potential harms.29

Physical activity comprises light, moderate and vigorous intensity activities. Moderate to vigorous intensity exercises have been shown to have greater benefits compared with light intensity ones.29 Light intensity exercise includes gentle walking and activities of daily living.30 MVPA should incorporate a variety of aerobic and resistance training activities for greater benefits.30 Examples of moderate-intensity aerobic physical activity include brisk walking, swimming, stationary cycling, low-impact aerobics, jogging, modified yoga and modified Pilates.2 Examples of resistance training activities include body-weight exercises such as squats, lunges and push-ups; exercises with light dumbbells/weights and resistance band exercises.2

Aerobic exercise can be safely initiated in the first trimester, lasting approximately 30–60 min at least 3–4 times (up to daily) per week until delivery.14 15 Progression of activity can be done by gradually increasing the frequency of sessions in a week, duration of each session or intensity of each session (within the appropriate target heart rate or rating of perceived exertion (RPE)).42 43 The rate of progression should be more gradual in those who are highly inactive and/or unfit.

Pregnant women should take safety precautions while exercising

Temperature regulation is highly dependent on hydration and environmental conditions.25 Pregnant women should aim to stay well hydrated before and after exercise. Staying in a cool environment, wearing loose-fitting clothing and avoiding exercise in excessively warm weather is recommended,1 although exercise, in general, would not be expected to increase core body temperature into the range of concern.21 Vigorous-intensity physical activity or prolonged physical activity more than 45 min in duration can result in hypoglycaemia in women with diabetes mellitus on insulin54 and/or dehydration. Thus, precautions such as adequate hydration, caloric intake before exercise, reducing the exercise session duration and carrying out physical activity in a cool environment should be undertaken.55 All women should perform adequate ‘warm up’ and ‘cool down’ exercises to condition major muscle groups for good posture, support and reduction of risk of injury.

The following should be avoided for safety reasons:

- hot yoga and hot Pilates due to excessive heat causing dehydration.54
- Contact sports and activities that increase the risk of falls.55
- Rapid changes in direction and bouncing during exercises increase the risk of injury.56
- Scuba diving with risk of the fetus developing compression sickness.57
- Prolonged standing with a significant decrease in cardiac output.58
- Lying supine after the first trimester while exercising while this can lead to decreased cardiac output, aortal-caval compression and hypotension.58
- Excessive abdominal exercises such as abdominal curls may lead to diastasis of the recti muscles requiring postnatal repair.59

The intensity of physical activity in pregnancy can be monitored by various means. One of these is the ‘talk test’, whereby the individual is considered to be doing moderate-intensity physical activity if he or she can talk but cannot sing while doing the activity. Second, RPE can also be used to determine the intensity of physical activity, with moderate-intensity physical activity corresponding to an RPE of 13–14 on the 6–20 Borg scale or 5–6 on the 0–10 Borg scale.60 Third, pregnant women may also consider monitoring their physical activity intensity based on target heart rate ranges for pregnant
women. Women who have been habitually exercising at vigorous intensity aerobic activity before pregnancy may be able to continue these activities during pregnancy and postpartum. As heart rate predicted from RPE may be significantly underestimated during pregnancy, women engaging in vigorous-intensity physical activity may want to monitor RPE and heart rate. Da Silva et al recently developed and cross-validated RPE ranges for light and moderate-intensity physical activity for pregnant women derived from heart rate target ranges. Also, pregnant women, especially athletes, should avoid exercising at an intensity greater than 90% maximum heart rate in the first and second trimester until further research can confirm its safety due to reduced mean uterine artery blood flow causing fetal distress.

Pregnant women with warning signs should stop exercising and seek immediate medical attention

Pregnant women should stop exercising and seek immediate medical attention if they experience any of these signs and symptoms, including persistent and excessive shortness of breath not resolved at rest.

- Persistent and excessive shortness of breath not resolved at rest.
- Severe chest pain.
- Regular, painful contractions.
- Vaginal bleeding.
- Leaking amniotic fluid or rupture of membranes.
- Calf pain or swelling.
- Dizziness, syncope or faintness that do not resolve on rest.

Physical activity should be resumed gradually after delivery in the postpartum period

Many physiological changes of pregnancy persist for 4 to 6 weeks postpartum. Hence, physical activity can be resumed gradually after delivery as soon as certified medically safe, depending on the mode of delivery and the presence of any complications. Pelvic floor muscle training, which reduce the risk of urinary urge incontinence, can be initiated in the immediate postpartum period in women with uncomplicated normal vaginal deliveries and caesarean sections.

In the postpartum period, recovery of the levator ani muscle and associated connective tissue, nerves are generally maximised by 4–6 months postnatal and a reflection of levator hiatus area recovery. In addition, the abdominal fascia regained only 51%–59% of its original tensile strength by 6 weeks postcaesarean section and 73%–93% of its original tensile strength at 6–7 months postnatal. Hence, It is recommended that a low impact exercise timeline be followed within the first 3 months of the postnatal period, followed by a return to running between 3 and 6 months postnatal earliest.

In addition, abdominal strengthening exercises such as abdominal crunch exercises and the drawing-in exercise, a manoeuvre that increases abdominal pressure by pulling in the abdominal wall muscles, have been shown to decrease the incidence of diastasis recti abdominis and decrease the inter-rectus distance in postnatal women after vaginal births born by caesarean deliveries.

About 10% of women experience postpartum depression, with nearly 25% still in treatment after 1 year. Postpartum aerobic exercises have been shown to reduce depressive symptoms in women with postpartum depression. Evidence has also shown that physical exercise can also reduce postpartum weight gain. In addition, regular aerobic exercise does not affect lactation or infant growth and can be safely continued in the postpartum period.

CONCLUSION

These statements are used as educational aids and references for healthcare professionals in the Asia-Pacific region. They present recognised clinical methods and techniques for consideration by practitioners for incorporation into their practices in the Asia-Pacific region. We sincerely believe that the above consensus should be widely disseminated and diligently observed, as it will greatly contribute to the understanding and reduction of obesity and diabetes globally, especially in the Asia-Pacific region, to improve the metabolic outcomes of pregnant women.
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